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Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have been shown to be useful in revealing

population structure with continental-and regional-scale samples. In epidemiological

study, a careful selection of SNPs to track disease spread in local communities

would provide an important addition to traditional disease surveillance. This study used

SNPs and microsatellites to examine population structure of Plasmodium falciparum at

fine- scale in malaria-endemic areas of Western Kenya. A set of high performance (HP)

SNPs were selected from a large SNP panel based on BELS ranking, FST values and

minor allele frequency criteria. The discriminative power and assignment accuracy of

different SNP panels including nonsynonymous SNPs, silent SNPs, previously published

barcode SNPs, and the HP SNPs were evaluated together with microsatellites. Among

all SNP panels, HP SNPs showed the highest level of differentiation and self-assignment

accuracy on average among sites. Clear distinction was observed between the northern

and southern P. falciparum samples, whereas samples from the south were least

diverged from one another. These results were comparable to those by microsatellites.

Nonsynonymous, silent, and barcode SNPs all showed similar levels of genetic variability

to one another and weaker structure than the HP SNPs. We described here the

procedure of selecting a set of HP SNPs from a large panel of SNPs that resolve

population structure of P. falciparum between the northern and southern regions of

Western Kenya. Future work is needed to determine if this procedure can result in SNPs

panels capable of tracing Plasmodium spread at finer geographical scales.

Keywords: assignment rate, high performance SNPs, human malaria parasite, microsatellites, population

clustering
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INTRODUCTION

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are
increasingly popular in population genetic studies due to their
high number, low cost and ease of scoring, in addition to their
rapid discovery rate by the advent of technology and analytical
algorithm. In recent years, different techniques and platforms
have been developed to advance detection and application of
SNP data (Supplementary Table 1). The application of SNPs as a
genetic marker provides an opportunity to identify genome-wide
signatures of demographic history in a wide spectrum of model
(Xing et al., 2009; Platt et al., 2010; Amambua-Ngwa et al., 2012;
Durham et al., 2014) and non-model organisms (Helyar et al.,
2011; Albaina et al., 2013; Riahi et al., 2013; Milano et al., 2014).
Systematic interpretations are dependent on the amount and
quality of data generated.

SNP markers are potentially useful for tracking movement
of infectious pathogens such as malaria parasites. In 2016, the
World Health Organization estimated that 3.4 billion people
were at risk of malaria with approximately 80% of malaria cases
and 90% of deaths occurring in sub-Saharan Africa (World
Health Organization, 2016). The parasite Plasmodium falciparum
is responsible for hundreds of millions of cases of malaria, and
kills more than one million children annually. Knowledge of
P. falciparum malaria dispersion patterns at both global and
local scales is important to targeting control efforts at epidemic
hotspots. This in part relies on the application of powerful and
effectivemolecularmarkers and analytical tools to track pathogen
spread and origin. High throughput analytical platforms have
been used successfully to assess and discover SNPs in P.
falciparum (Mu et al., 2007; Volkman et al., 2007; Neafsey et al.,
2008). These studies provided remarkable biological insights on
the global genetic structure of the pathogen, the recombination
rates and arrangements of the genome (Mu et al., 2005), as well
as genome-wide search for association with antimalarial drug
resistance (Anderson et al., 2005; Mu et al., 2007; Amambua-
Ngwa et al., 2012). More importantly, the growing amount of
SNP data deposited in databases such as PlasmoDB (Bahl et al.,
2003) and dbSNP at the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI) are powerful resources for selecting and
applying SNPs in population studies.

Tens of thousands of SNPs were identified through next

generation sequencing of worldwide isolates based on the
P. falciparum genome annotation (Volkman et al., 2007;
Samarakoon et al., 2011). On average, one SNP can be found
every 780 DNA bases with a pairwise nucleotide diversity of

1.29 × 10−3 per bp, and one microsatellite every 1,500 bases

(Volkman et al., 2007). Approximately 27,000 SNPs and 37,039
indels of at least three bases were uncovered genome-wide by
comparing just three parasite strains (HB3 from Honduras, Dd2
from Indochina, and 3D7 in The Netherlands). SNP to indel ratio
was about 2:1 in the coding regions with an average nucleotide
diversity of 5 × 10−4 per bp, but indels were three times more
abundant than SNPs in the noncoding regions among the crossed
parasite strains (Miles et al., 2016). Given the wealth of SNP
data and the advent and accessibility of genotyping platforms,
SNPs can be very valuable for population studies. Establishing

a set of genetic loci that can track species source-sink dynamics
and/or assess selection pressure would shed light on the evolution
of malaria parasites. For examples, a panel of 24 barcode SNPs
has been shown to provide a concise and unique signature for
P. falciparum at the global scale and was useful in identifying
the continental origin of infections (Daniels et al., 2008). As
few as 9 SNPs were sufficient to differentiate parasite isolates
between continents (Southeast Asia and Africa), 4-6 SNPs within
continents (East and West Africa), and 13 SNPs among regions
(Mali and Burkina Faso in West Africa) (Campino et al., 2011).
Nonetheless, it remains uncertain whether a small SNP panel
is useful in tracking parasites at a microgeographical scale i.e.,
among communities, villages, and towns of close vicinity where
local epidemics occur.

A stringent selection of the most informative microsatellite
and/or SNP markers can provide great discriminative and
assignment power across broad and fine-scale population
samples (Narum et al., 2008; Morin et al., 2009; Queirós et al.,
2015; Cao et al., 2016). Microsatellites evolve at very high
rates (Li et al., 2002). They display large allelic diversity per
locus and offer high discriminative power to population samples
(Haasl et al., 2014; Queirós et al., 2015). By contrast, SNPs
can vary widely in mutation rates and mode of evolution.
For examples, SNPs locate at the telomeric and subtelomeric
regions may evolve faster than those in the core genome
(Bopp et al., 2013). Nonsynonymous or coding SNPs have
often been subjected to purifying and/or balancing selection.
They generally display lower diversity or mutation rate than
silent SNPs such as intergenic and synonymous mutations
(Schlotterer, 2004; Neafsey et al., 2008). Nevertheless, some non-
neutral SNPs can segregate strongly among populations by local
selection/adaptation and result in distinct population signatures.
They may offer better assignment accuracy and discriminative
power than neutral markers (Freamo et al., 2011; Karlsson et al.,
2011). While recent studies have illustrated how sample size
and number of SNP loci impact resolving power to population
structure (Benestan et al., 2015; Benestan, 2016; Sylvester et al.,
2018), it is still an open question whether different types of
SNPs such as nonsynonymous and silent mutations (including
synonymous sites in the coding region and mutations in the
intergenic and intronic regions) would give similar genetic
clustering patterns.

This study aimed to examine the population structure of
P. falciparum at a fine geographical scale (<100 km between
sampling sites) and evaluate the performance of different types
of SNPs. Specifically, we asked whether a small panel of SNPs
through stringent selection are sufficiently variable to depict fine-
scale population structure as compared to a larger SNP panel
and microsatellites, and if there are differences in discriminative
power and assignment accuracy among the different types of SNP
loci.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethics Statement
Scientific and ethical clearance was given by the institutional
scientific and ethical review boards of the Kenya Medical
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Research Institute, Kenya and the University of California, Irvine,
USA. Written informed consent/assent (for minors under age
of 18) for study participation was obtained from all consenting
heads of households and each individual who was willing to
participate in the study. All methods were reviewed and approved
by the institutional review board (IRB) and performed in
accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations stated in
the IRB protocols.

Sample Collection
A total of 314 P. falciparum isolates were obtained from
schoolchildren aged 5–10 years-old in five studied sites, Chwele
(CW;N = 67), Kanyawegi (KW;N = 67),Mayanja (MY;N = 65),
Ngiya (NG; N = 70), and Rwambua (RW; N = 45) of Western
Kenya in 2012–201329. The sites are separated by less than
100 km, but vary in their elevation and proximity to Lake Victoria
(Figure 1). These individuals showed no fever or malaria-related
symptoms at the time of sampling, but were detected with
P. falciparum infection by microscopic examination and PCR
assays (Lo et al., 2015). A total of 30–50 µl of blood from
each donor was blotted individually on Whatman 3MM filter
paper. Filter papers were air-dried and stored in zip-sealed
plastic bags with a silica gel absorbent at room temperature
until DNA extraction. Parasite DNA was extracted from dried
blood spots by the Saponin/Chelex method (Bereczky et al.,
2005).

SNP Selection, Genotyping and Validation
Over 400 published SNPs were shown to be polymorphic
among P. falciparum isolates from different African countries
including Senegal, Sierra Leone, Ghana, Malawi, and Kenya
(Neafsey et al., 2008). Among them, 126 SNPs were selected
based on the following criteria: (1) the size of the amplicon
generated from optimum primer design less than 120-bp; (2) a
minimum of 30% heterozygosity (0.28 minor allele frequency)
in at least one country and a minimum of 20% heterozygosity
(0.17 minor allele frequency) across countries to maximize
polymorphism (Sanchez et al., 2006); (3) a minimum distance
of 100-kb between candidate SNPs and neighboring genes to
avoid linkage; (4) reliable flanking DNA sequences that are free of
polymorphism in primer binding sites and; (5) represent all the
14 chromosomes and a similar proportion of nonsynonymous
and silent mutations. In addition, the 24 molecular barcode
SNPs were included (Daniels et al., 2008). The gene regions that
contain these SNPs were amplified and sequenced on a subset
of five individuals from each of our study sites to check for
reproducibility and variability. SNPs that were either amplified
poorly or monomorphic were excluded. Triallelic SNPs and/or
SNPs flanked by high AT bases were not suitable for Fluidigm
assay synthesis and this resulted in a set of 96 SNPs for genotype
assays (Table 2).

The 96.96 Dynamic Array was used to analyze 96 samples with
96 SNP loci simultaneously on the BioMark platform (Fluidigm).
The P. falciparum strain, MRA-7G8 (positive control), and one

FIGURE 1 | Location of the five field sites in western Kenya. Three of the sites, Kanyawegi (KW), Ngiya (NG), and Rwambua (RW) are below 1,500m elevation and are

located within 30 km of Lake Victoria. The remaining two sites, Chwele (CW), and Mayanja (MY), are more distant from the lake and above 1,500m in elevation in

Western Kenya. Number in parentheses indicates samples size. This figure was generated with ArcGIS Desktop 10.4 (www.esri.com).
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TABLE 1 | Detailed information of the SNPs examined in the present study.

Chromosome Locus Position R/S number SNP type Alleles Major

allele

Major allele

frequency

Minor

allele

Minor allele

frequency

Annotation

1 PFA0145c 13057 NS C/T – – – – Aspartyl-tRNA synthetase

1 PFA0120c 107988 rs45323304 IR A/G A 0.651 G 0.349 Lysophospholipase, putative,

pseudogene

1 PFA0485w 388876 rs45320144 NS C/T C 0.543 T 0.457

1 PFA0625w 497218 rs45322043 NS G/C G 0.547 C 0.453 Surface-associated

interspersed protein 1.1

1 PFA0635c 506357 rs45322101 NS A/C A 0.547 C 0.453 Plasmodium exported protein

(hyp1), unknown function

1 PFA0710c 565523 rs45325589 NS G/T T 0.722 G 0.278 Rifin

2 PFB0935w 842803 S T/C C 0.859 T 0.141 Cytoadherence linked asexual

protein

2 PFB0195c 194835 rs45320031 S G/A A 0.744 G 0.256 Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

2 PFB0315w 282070 rs45320828 NS C/A – – – – Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

2 PFB0705w 642150 rs45325828 NS A/G – – – – Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

2 PFB0915w 800015 rs45330308 S A/G G 0.577 A 0.423 Liver stage antigen 3

2 PFB0820c 727067 rs45329118 NS G/C G 0.681 C 0.319 Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

3 PFC0970w 921578 rs45334179 S G/A G 0.558 A 0.442 Cyclic amine resistance locus

protein

3 PFC0460w 466096 rs45334591 NS A/T T 0.547 A 0.453 Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

3 PFC0905c 846146 rs45332090 NS T/C C 0.546 C 0.454 Oocyst capsule protein

4 PFD0250c 282592 NS T/C T 0.867 C 0.133 Sec24 subunit b

4 PFD0080c 110437 rs45336653 NS C/T C 0.664 T 0.336 Plasmodium exported protein

(PHISTb), unknown function

4 PFD0590c 536397 rs45331149 S G/A G 0.549 A 0.451 DNA polymerase alpha

4 647662 IG A/C C 0.721 A 0.279

4 PFD0735c 680587 rs45335910 S A/G A 0.911 G 0.089 Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

4 PFD0740w 690055 rs45336538 S G/A G 0.78 A 0.22 cdc2-related protein kinase 3

4 PFD1045w 1047425 rs45332790 NS A/G G 0.572 A 0.428 Serpentine receptor, putative

4 PFD1155w 1098576 rs45333817 NS G/A G 0.501 A 0.499 Erythrocyte binding

antigen-165, pseudogene

4 PFD0285c 313347 rs45334666 NS T/C C 0.55 C 0.45 Lysine decarboxylase, putative

4 PFD0872w 804296 rs45330650 NS A/C A 0.575 C 0.425 Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

5 PFE1120w 931601 NS C/G C 0.937 G 0.063 Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

5 PFE0395c 328824 rs45333395 NS G/A G 0.512 A 0.488 6-cysteine protein

5 PFE1105c 899262 rs45335323 NS G/A T 0.773 G 0.227 Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

5 PFE1555c 1274274 rs45341763 NS G/A G 0.76 A 0.24 Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

5 PFE1150w 960404 rs45336199 S T/C G 0.643 T 0.357 Multidrug resistance protein

(MDR1)

5 PFE1325w 1109427 rs45338449 NS G/A G 0.851 A 0.149 Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

6 PFF0175c 145472 rs45343635 NS C/G C 0.99 G 0.01 Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

6 PFF1105c 937750 S G/A A 0.621 G 0.379 Chorismate synthase

6 PFF0590c 510590 rs45341557 NS C/T T 0.795 C 0.205 Eukaryotic translation initiation

factor 3 subunit L, putative

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Chromosome Locus Position R/S number SNP type Alleles Major

allele

Major allele

frequency

Minor

allele

Minor allele

frequency

Annotation

6 PFF1495w 1289574 rs45340770 NS A/C C 0.677 A 0.323 Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

6 PFF0475w 408695 rs45339521 NS T/A A 0.64 T 0.36 Probable protein, unknown

function

6 PFF1195c 1012114 rs45402661 NS G/T G 0.701 T 0.299 Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

6 1174041 rs45338396 IG T/A – – – –

6 PFF0930w 799787 rs45342448 NS T/G G 0.86 T 0.14 Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

7 MAL7P1_19 277104 rs45339742 S G/A G 0.691 A 0.309

7 PF07_0040 490877 rs445343970 S A/T T 0.946 A 0.054 Lysophospholipase, putative

7 PF07_0047 545046 rs45338103 S T/C C 0.575 T 0.425 AAA family ATPase, CDC48

subfamily

7 MAL7P1_57 657939 rs45403113 S T/C T 0.681 C 0.319

7 MAL7P1_65 671839 NS A/G G 0.615 A 0.385

7 PF07_0053 683772 rs45339189 NS C/T T 0.878 C 0.122 Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

7 MAL7P1_176 1415182 rs45403212 NS C/A A 0.56 C 0.44

7 101573 IG A/C – – – –

7 133956 rs45343516 IG G/A A 0.796 G 0.204

7 MAL7P1_10 169185 rs45402615 IR C/T – – – –

7 PF07_0019 296246 rs45339809 NS A/G – – – – Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

7 489545 rs45343961 IG T/C – – – –

7 MAL7P1_27 458717 rs45342302 IR T/G G 0.685 T 0.315

7 307403 rs45340538 IG A/C A 0.787 C 0.213

7 MAL7P1_61 665900 rs45338284 NS T/G G 0.627 T 0.373

7 722206 rs45340162 IG G/A G 0.644 A 0.356

7 1114132 rs45337799 IG G/T G 0.523 T 0.477

7 MAL7P1_229 111320 rs45342708 NS C/G – – – – –

7 PF07_0016 258020 rs45339092 S A/G G 0.863 A 0.137 Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

7 PF07_0037 472740 rs45343085 NS C/A A 0.664 C 0.336 Cg2 protein

7 MAL7P1_30 508144 rs45401838 NS G/C – – – – –

7 607448 rs45341245 IG G/A – – – –

7 1222495 rs45341200 IG G/C G 0.529 C 0.471

8 PF08_0089 613716 rs45405749 NS C/A C 0.502 A 0.498 Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

8 MAL8P1_144 221308 rs45338919 S C/T T 0.536 C 0.464

8 PF08_0018 1175922 rs45406241 S G/A G 0.683 A 0.317 Translation initiation factor IF-2,

putative

9 PFI0725c 634010 rs45408065 NS T/C C 0.586 T 0.414 GINS complex subunit Psf3,

putative

9 PFI0175w 170439 rs45404895 IR A/T T 0.533 A 0.467

9 PFI1000w 837869 rs45405994 NS A/G – – – – Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

9 PFI0550w 516969 rs45406923 NS G/A A 0.784 G 0.216 Cysteine repeat modular

protein 1

10 82376 rs45409692 IG T/A A 0.832 T 0.168

10 PF10_0105 425293 rs45409266 S C/T C 0.663 T 0.337 50S ribosomal protein L22,

mitochondrial, putative

10 PF10_0183 764090 rs45413172 NS C/T C 0.763 T 0.237 Eukaryotic translation initiation

factor subunit eIF2A, putative

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Chromosome Locus Position R/S number SNP type Alleles Major

allele

Major allele

frequency

Minor

allele

Minor allele

frequency

Annotation

10 PF10_0207 862075 rs45414901 NS C/G C 0.723 G 0.277 Conserved Plasmodium

membrane protein, unknown

function

10 82376 rs45409692 IG T/A T 0.919 A 0.081

10 PF10_0313 1286630 rs45414749 NS A/G G 0.737 A 0.263

11 PF11_0037 117114 rs45415497 NS G/A A 0.519 G 0.481 Plasmodium exported protein

(PHISTb), unknown function

11 PF11_0108 406215 NS A/C A 0.705 C 0.295 Pre-mRNA-processing factor

6, putative

11 PF11_0276 1034988 rs45411952 S C/T T 0.766 C 0.234 Steryl ester hydrolase, putative

11 PF11_0362 1373138 rs45416121 NS G/T G 0.728 T 0.272 Protein phosphatase, putative

11 PF11_0373 1416778 rs45416703 NS C/G C 0.717 G 0.283 Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

12 PFL0590c 529412 rs45417655 NS T/C – – – – Non-SERCA-type Ca2

-transporting P-ATPase (ATP4)

12 PFL1170w 990296 rs45411531 NS G/T G 0.757 T 0.243 Polyadenylate-binding protein,

putative

12 PFL1935c 1678927 rs45418462 S G/A A 0.737 G 0.263 Vesicle fusion and protein

sorting subunit 16, putative

13 MAL13P1_15 158614 rs45422484 S C/T C 0.654 T 0.346

13 MAL13P1_186 1498749 rs45424620 NS C/A A 0.747 C 0.253

13 MAL13P1.42 404042 rs45419762 S T/C C 0.614 T 0.386

13 PF13_0095 714924 rs45421968 S T/C – – – – DNA replication licensing factor

MCM4

13 PF13_0101 756558 rs45422022 NS C/A C 0.771 A 0.229 Conserved Plasmodium

protein, unknown function

13 MAL13P1.116 877135 rs45424458 NS C/T C 0.731 T 0.269

13 MAL13P1.268 2110672 rs45428061 NS T/G G 0.792 T 0.208

13 2611401 rs45425166 IG C/T C 0.634 T 0.366

13 PF13_0336 2546633 rs45424159 NS G/T G 0.692 T 0.308 DNase I-like protein, putative

14 PF14_0055 201790 rs45421171 S A/C A 0.634 C 0.366 Large subunit rRNA processing

protein, putative

14 PF14_0315 1315615 rs45428168 NS C/T C 0.634 T 0.366 Conserved Plasmodium

membrane protein, unknown

function

14 PF14_0363 1553273 rs45423935 S G/A G 0.925 A 0.075 Metacaspase-like protein

14 PF14_0641 2751323 rs45421866 S C/T T 0.763 C 0.237 Metacaspase-like protein

‘-‘denotes SNP that was not scored among samples because of a low call rate (<90%) or ambiguous calling. Loci marked with underline were identified as outliers and those in bold

were identified as high performance (HP) SNPs in our samples. NS, non-synonymous site; S, synonymous site; IG, intergenic site; IR, intronic site.

non-template sample (negative control) were included in each
array run in addition to the samples. For each assay, 5 µL
of a 10 × assay reaction was prepared by mixing 2.5 µL 2
× Dynamic ArrayTM assay loading reagent (Fluidigm), 1.25
µL 40 × SNP genotyping assay mix (Applied Biosystems),
0.25 µL 50 × ROX (Invitrogen) and 1 µL 1 × TE0.1.
For each sample, 4 µL of sample solution was prepared by
mixing 1.1 µL genomic DNA solution and 2.9 µL pre-sample
mix containing 2.5 µL 2 × TaqMan R© genotyping mastermix
(Applied Biosystems), 0.25 µL 20 × GT sample loading reagent
(Fluidigm), 0.05 µL of AmpliTaq Gold R© DNA polymerase
(Applied Biosystems) and 0.1 µL 1 × TE0.1. The array was
run on the BioMarkTM instrument using the following thermal

cycling: 2min at 50◦C, 10min at 95◦C followed by 30 cycles
of a 2-step amplification profile of 15 s at 95◦C and 1min at
60◦C.

The data were analyzed using the Fluidigm genotyping
analysis software v3.0, which produces a genotype call for each
sample/assay combination. The relative fluorescence intensities
of FAM and VIC (relative to ROX background) were calculated
before automatically classified samples into different genotypes
and negative template controls using the k-means clustering
algorithm. The default confidence threshold value of 65 was used
to identify the call error and the spread of data points for a
particular SNP assay. When a call confidence was less than the
threshold, the resulting call was assigned as “No Call.” Genotypes
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TABLE 2 | Information of microsatellite loci used in the present study.

Chromosome Locus Size range

(bp)

No. of observed

alleles

Allelic

diversity

3 poly2 86–126 12 0.85

5 taa81 110–140 13 0.83

5 taa42 162–216 11 0.26

6 taa87 87–127 18 0.89

6 ta1 131–197 22 0.88

6 taa109 148–210 18 0.83

8 pe87a 126–158 10 0.56

12 pfpk2 166–198 14 0.85

12 pfg377 89–105 7 0.43

with <95% call rate in cases or controls were excluded or treated
as missing data.

Sanger sequencing were performed using a subset of five
individuals from each of the sites to confirm the genotyping
results obtained from the 96.96 Dynamic Array. The targeted
SNPs were amplified fromDNA samples and sequenced using the
BigDye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Kits (Applied Biosystems)
on a 3130xl DNA analyzer (Applied Biosystems) according to
manufacturer,s instructions.

Microsatellite Genotyping
Nine single-copy microsatellites were genotyped using
previously-published primer sets (Anderson et al., 1999; Su
et al., 1999). These loci were selected because they were shown
to be most variable among P. falciparum samples in Western
Kenya from previous studies (Zhong et al., 2007; Bonizzoni
et al., 2009). Amplification mixtures (15 µL) contained 3 µL of
DNA template, one unit of Taq polymerase, 1.5 µL 10 × buffer,
2mM MgCl2, 0.1mM of each dNTP, and 2µM of each primer
(both labeled with fluorescent dyes and unlabeled supplied by
Applied Biosystems; Foster City, CA). Cycling conditions were
as follows: 94◦C for 2min; 40 cycles of 94◦C for 30 s, 42◦C for
30 s, 40◦C for 30 s, and 65◦C for 30 s); 65◦C for 5min. After
PCR amplification, products were pooled as follows: POLY2 +

TAA42 + TAA81, TAA87 + TA1 + TAA109, PE87a + PFPK2
+ PfG377 according to their sizes (i.e., amplicons of different
size were pooled for optimum resolution) and fluorescent labels
(Table 3). All alleles were determined and visualized in Peak
Scanner.

Data Analyses
To identify individuals of the same clones that shared the
exact same set of alleles across all SNP loci, GenoDive
(Meirmans and Van Tienderen, 2004) was used to examine
genetic identity among individuals. The Smouse and
Peakall distance, i.e., a squared Euclidean distance based
on the number of times a certain allele found in two
individuals (Smouse and Peakall, 1999), was calculated for
each pair of individuals. The minimal distance class was
set as threshold to define clones. A total of 294 clones
were detected from 314 samples. For clones with multiple

TABLE 3 | Pairwise FST value (lower diagonal) and p-value (upper diagonal) of

SNP and microsatellite datasets.

North South

All SNPs CW MY KW NG RW

CW – 0.018 0.036 0.038 0.065

MY 0.015 – 0.072 0.038 0.065

KW 0.019 0.009 – 0.042 0.032

NG 0.019 0.012 0.011 – 0.087

RW 0.010 0.007 0.013 0.0009 –

NONSYNONYMOUS SNPs

CW – 0.009 0.029 0.045 0.126

MY 0.019 – 0.135 0.073 0.081

KW 0.018 0.009 – 0.063 0.027

NG 0.014 0.011 0.010 – 0.052

RW 0.009 0.008 0.016 0.001 –

SILENT SNPs

CW – 0.054 0.027 0.000 0.035

MY 0.009 – 0.065 0.043 0.126

KW 0.019 0.010 – 0.036 0.045

NG 0.026 0.015 0.012 – 0.459

RW 0.012 0.005 0.010 0.0006 –

BARCODE SNPs

CW – 0.000 0.000 0.018 0.198

MY 0.047 – 0.135 0.711 0.081

KW 0.029 0.008 – 0.546 0.198

NG 0.029 0.004 0.005 – 0.631

RW 0.007 0.008 0.005 0.003 –

HP SNPs

CW – 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

MY 0.053 – 0.000 0.000 0.000

KW 0.082 0.045 – 0.000 0.000

NG 0.082 0.075 0.041 – 0.009

RW 0.072 0.050 0.046 0.017 –

MICROSATELLITES

CW – 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000

MY 0.044 – 0.046 0.001 0.000

KW 0.069 0.024 – 0.002 0.336

NG 0.074 0.063 0.037 – 0.240

RW 0.062 0.033 0.012 0.008 –

The level of correlation among matrices was assessed by Mantel test

(Supplementary Table 3). Bold number indicates significant at P-value <0.05.

individuals, only one individual was included in the subsequent
analyses.

Linkage Disequilibrium
GenePop version 4.2 was used to examine linkage disequilibrium
(LD) by Fisher’s exact test for each pair of loci (a total of 4,560
possible pairwise combinations) using the Markov chain method
with 100 batches and 10,000 iterations per batch (Rousset, 2008).
Sequential Bonferroni correction was used to adjust for multiple
comparisons (Rice, 1989). Nucleotide diversity was estimated
to compare the level of variability among SNP datasets using
DNASP version 5.10.1 (Rozas et al., 2003).
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Detection of Outlier Loci
Three independent methods that are based on different
assumptions and statistical models were used to identify putative
loci under selection. The first neutrality test that employs a
Bayesian approach implemented in BayesScan v2.0 was used to
detect whether a locus is under selection based on the co-ancestry
coefficient FST estimates (Foll and Gaggiotti, 2008). Analyses
were conducted with a setting of 5,000 iterations, 20 pilot runs,
burn-in length of 50,000 iterations, and a thinning interval of
10 to identify loci that favor the model assuming selection with
posterior probability of 97–100%. Loci with a significantly high
or low FST values were considered as outliers that could have
been subjected to diversifying selection (high FST values) or
balancing/purifying selection (low FST values). Log10 values of
the posterior odds (PO) >0.5 and 2.0 were taken as “substantial”
and “decisive” evidence for selection. This test yielded the lowest
type I (false positive) and II (false negative) errors compared
to the other neutrality tests (Pyhäjärvi et al., 2013). However,
correcting for type I error is problematic for Bayesian methods
and therefore a more stringent Bayes Factor >2.0 (equivalent to
a posterior P value ≥ 0.99) was used for detecting selective loci
(Hansen et al., 2010).

The second neutrality test LOSITAN that incorporates
heterozygosity and simulates a distribution for neutrally-
distributed markers was used (Beaumont and Nichols, 1996;
Antao et al., 2008). The allele frequencies for each locus were
used to compute FST values conditional on heterozygosity and
to calculate P-values. All loci in the first run were included
to estimate the mean neutral FST. Any loci outside the 99%
confidence intervals were removed and the mean neutral FSTwas
computed again using only putative neutral loci. Ten-thousand
loci were generated and a simulated distribution of FST was
compared to the observed FST values for individual loci and
conditional on heterozygosity to estimate P-values. Population
datasets were generated using 100,000 simulations on the actual
data using the coalescent model. Sample size was set to 50
samples per population to control the simulations. Upper and
lower confidence limits of 99% quintiles were assumed for
conditional joint distribution of FST vs. mean heterozygosity.
Any locus that had an observed FST >99th percentile for the
simulated distribution of FST was considered as a potential
outlier.

The third neutrality test Arlequin v3.5 that takes into
account the hierarchical structure of populations (hierarchical
island model) was used. A series of coalescent simulations was
performed to generate a null distribution of F-statistics, with
P-values conditioned on the observed levels of heterozygosity
across loci (Excoffier et al., 2009; Excoffier and Lischer, 2010).
The recommended parameter values of 10,000 simulations, 100
demes per group, and 10 groups were used in the analyses. Taking
amore stringent criterion, loci that fell outside the 99th percentile
were considered as candidates for selection.

Locus Assessment and Selection of

High-Performance (HP) SNPs
With the goal to obtain a minimum panel and a robust set
of SNP markers that can provide maximum discriminative and

assignment power to our population samples, three parameters
were used to assess the informativeness of the 96 SNP markers.
The first parameter was “performance score” based on BELS
(backward elimination locus selection) ranking (Bromaghin,
2008). Each locus was assigned with two values by BELS: a
rank value based on the accuracy of individual assignment
and a loss value when the locus was removed from the panel
assessed through a leave-one-out cross-validation, also known
as jackknifing method. Loci that result in the greatest loss
in individual assignment performance when removed were
received with the highest score. Analyses were performed with
resampling for a simulated population size of 100 individuals
and with 250 iterations. No critical population was defined.
The performance measure was designated to maximize mean
individual assignment accuracy for 100% correct assignment.
Loci were ordered by random in the analyses given that input
orders do not have any impact on the rank of the locus (Storer
et al., 2012). Loci with high BELS score were further assessed with
FST value and minor allele frequency (MAF).

For each locus, the distribution of genetic variation among
and within populations was estimated by AMOVA-based global
and pairwise F-statistics with SPAGeDi version 1.4 (Hardy
and Vekemans, 2002). The level of significance was calculated
with two-sided tests after 1,000 random permutations of loci,
individuals, and populations. Fixation index varies widely among
different groups of organisms and there is no consensus in
defining high or low FST values. In P. falciparum, FST values
typically ranged from <0.01 to 0.05 within malaria-endemic
countries (Mobegi et al., 2012; Duffy et al., 2017) and <0.03–
0.05 between countries within a continent (Tanabe et al., 2010;
Samad et al., 2015). Loci of FST values ≥ 0.03 were expected to
provide moderate discriminative power for populations (Antao
et al., 2008; Narum and Hess, 2011) and this was used as the
threshold for selecting high performance (HP) loci.

It has been suggested that loci of a high minor allele
frequency (MAF) have significantly greater power to detect a
genetic effect in genome-wide association studies (Tabangin et al.,
2009). All loci were ranked from the lowest to highest MAF
and extrapolated with BELS rank and FST values. Loci with
MAF >20% were expected to exhibit high heterozygosity and
discriminative power among population samples (Sanchez et al.,
2006; Yousefi et al., 2018). On the other hand, inclusion of rare
genotypes likely results in spurious findings and thus loci of low
MAF (<10%) were removed (Ardlie et al., 2002; Tabangin et al.,
2009).

Assignment Rate
Loci were classified and examined according to the following
groupings: (1) all SNP loci with outlier loci removed (N = 80);
(2) nonsynonymous SNPs only (N = 44); (3) silent SNPs only (N
= 36); (4) barcode SNPs (N = 18; six of the 24 loci were excluded
due to technical constraints in assay design; Daniels et al., 2008);
(5) “high-performance” SNPs (N = 18; loci of global FST values
≥0.03, ranked in the top 20 by BELS performance score, and
MAF >20%) and (6) microsatellite loci (N = 9).

Assignment power of each dataset was assessed by an
exclusion test in GENECLASS 2.0 (Piry et al., 2004). The
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probability of an individual assigned to the same sampled
locality or misassigned to a different locality was estimated.
Simulations were performed with the Bayesian-based method
that used a Dirichlet distribution as a prior distribution for
allele frequency at a given locus to test statistically whether
one or more of the sampled localities can be ruled out as the
area of origin (Rannala and Montain, 1997). A Monte Carlo
resampling method of Paetkau et al. (2004) that preserves linkage
disequilibrium derived from recent generations of immigrants
and reflects the sampling variance inherent in the limited size of
reference datasets was used to generate population samples of the
same size as the reference population. The assignment criterion
was then computed for each individual of the newly simulated
population. The probability of individual genotypes from each
locality was calculated by comparing individual genotypes to
10,000 simulated individuals per locality. A probability threshold
of alpha = 0.05, above which any individual was considered
as misassigned was employed. The log-likelihood scores were
plotted for each pair of populations and the mean likelihood
ratios (DLR: the mean distance of individuals from the diagonal
center line) were used to assess the power for detecting migrants
with our dataset (Paetkau et al., 2004). A DLR value of >5
was considered to be associated with near maximum power to
distinguish immigrants and residents, whereas a DLR of <3 was
associated with power of < 0.5 (Paetkau et al., 2004).

Concerning the potential of high-grading bias i.e., over-
estimations of assignment power when the exact same individuals
were used for both selecting a panel and assessing assignment
accuracy; Anderson, 2010), gsi_sim (Anderson et al., 2008)
implemented in Cygwin, a Unix-environment for Windows
(Gosselin, 2016) that controls for high-grading bias was used
to evaluate self-assignment accuracy for the different SNP
panels and microsatellite data. A Training, Holdout, Leave-one-
out (THL) cross-validation method was applied by creating
simulations of individual genotypes through bootstrap sampling
and assigning these individuals to a population based on the
baseline calculated across all individuals (Anderson, 2010). Self-
assignment accuracy was evaluated using gsi_sim self-assign
procedure.

To test the effect of sample size and determine the minimum
number of individuals per population for the identification of
HP SNPs, a subset of 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 individuals were
randomly selected from each site by bootstrap sampling method
to generate different subsets of samples. To offset potential
sampling error associated with subsampling, 10 iterations were
performed for each sampling procedure. BELS, FST and MAF
analyses as outlined above were conducted to identify HP SNPs
across samples. The SNPs identified with high-performance were
compared across iterations for consistency. In addition, self-
assignment rate was evaluated for the different subset of samples
and compared among the SNP panels and microsatellite data.

Genetic Clustering
Pairwise FST values (Nei, 1972; Weir and Cockerham, 1984)
were estimated to indicate level of genetic differentiation among
populations and were compared among datasets. Multivariate
principal components analyses (PCA) were performed based on

the square Euclidean distances to infer and display clustering
pattern of individuals (Smouse and Peakall, 1999). Biplots of
the first two components that showed the greatest proportion
of variance were generated in R. In addition, a model-based
Bayesian method implemented in STRUCTURE version 2.3.4
was performed to examine partitioning of individuals to genetic
clusters (Pritchard et al., 2000). The number of clusters (K)
was determined by simulating a range of K values from 1 (no
genetic differentiation among all localities) to 5 (all localities
were differentiated genetically from one another). The posterior
probability of each value then was used to detect the modal
value of 1K, a quantity related to the second order rate of
change with respect to K of the likelihood function (Evanno
et al., 2005). Posterior probability values were estimated using
a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method, and a burn-in
period of 500,000 iterations followed by 106 iterations of each
chain were performed to ensure convergence of the MCMC.
Each MCMC chain for each value of K was run eight times with
the “independent allele frequency” option that allows individuals
with ancestries in more than one group to be assigned into one
cluster. Individuals were assigned into K clusters according to
membership coefficient values (Q) ranged from 0 (lowest affinity
to a cluster) to 1 (highest affinity to a cluster).

RESULTS

SNP Characteristics
A total of 314 samples from five populations located inmoderate-
high transmission area of Western Kenya were included in
this study (Figure 1). These samples were shown to produce a
single peak (allele) in fragment analyses of the microsatellite loci
and represented single clone infections (Supplementary File 1).
Eighty-two of the 96 genotyped SNP loci produced a call rate of
>95% and were highly concordant among duplicated samples in
independent runs. Genotypes of these 82 SNPs were scored with
confidence across samples, and they exhibited a wide distribution
of minor allele frequencies (MAF) from rare (MAF < 10%)
to common (MAF > 40%) with an average of 30.7% (Table 1,
Supplementary File 2). No significant linkage disequilibrium
was detected for the 1081 possible pairwise combinations of
loci (Bonferroni corrected P < 0.05 or smaller). Likewise, no
significant linkage disequilibrium was detected among the nine
tested microsatellite loci.

Of the 82 SNP loci, BAYESCAN identified two candidate
SNPs, PFE1555c on chromosome 5 and PF07-0053 on
chromosome 7, for diversifying selection at the 99% posterior
probability threshold (Supplementary Figure 1A). These two
loci and PFD0735c located on chromosome 4 were found to
lie outside the 99% confidence zone of the conditional joint
distribution of FST and mean heterozygosity by LOSITAN (P
< 0.05; Supplementary Figure 1B). Arlequin 3.5 identified five
SNPs (PFE1555c, PF07-0053, PFD0735c, PF07-0040, and PF08-
0018) as outliers under selection at the upper 99% confidence
interval. Because PFE1555c and PF07-0053 were consistently
indicated as outlier by BAYESCAN, LOSITAN, and Arlequin,
these loci were removed in subsequent analyses.
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Identification of High-Performance SNPs
For the remaining 80 SNPs, we assessed discriminative power
to our population samples based on FST (SNPs of higher
FST were expected to provide greater differentiate power for
populations), minor allele frequency (SNPs of high MAF were
more polymorphic among populations), and BELS performance
(SNPs of high score had high individual assignment power).
Nineteen of the 80 examined SNPs showed FST values of ≥ 0.03,
29 had FST values ranging from 0.01 to 0.03, and 34 had values
<0.01. The FST values were significantly correlated with the BELS
performance score (R2 = 0.83 and P < 0.01; Figure 2A). SNPs of
FST ≥ 0.03 all had a relatively high performance score and were
ranked in the top 20. Among them, 11 were nonsynonymous and
8 were silent SNPs. The top 20 SNPs that had the highest BELS
rank also exhibited MAF values greater than 20%, indicating a
relatively high prevalence of minor alleles (Figure 2B). Although
no significant correlation was found between FST values and
MAF (R2 = 0.0076 and P > 0.05; Figure 2C), 18 of the top
20 BELS ranked SNPs showed both FST value ≥ 0.03 and
MAF >20%. These SNPs included 11 nonsynonymous and 7
silent mutations. They were distributed on all chromosomes of
the P. falciparum genome except chromosomes 6, 10, and 14
(Table 1). Five of them (MAL7P1_19, MAL7P1_57, PF07_0053,
PF08_0089, and PFI0725c) were the proposed barcode SNPs
located on chromosomes 7, 8 and 9. They potentially provided
the greatest discriminative power to our population samples.
They were named as high performance (HP) SNPs hereafter.

Assignment Power of SNPs
The SNP and microsatellite markers showed an overall low self-
assignment rate with <70% of the individuals assigned to their
site of collection (Figure 3). Among all SNP panels, HP SNPs had
the highest self-assignment rate on average (mean = 35.88% ±

16.35; Figure 3) followed by the barcode SNPs (32.83%± 10.07).
This range was comparable to that in microsatellites (mean =

30.17% ± 10.07). The greatest variation was observed in the
silent SNP panel where the self-assignment rate ranged from
66.67% in site CW to 1.89% in site MY. Such a large range of
variation was also found when all (mean = 29.84% ± 24.77) and
nonsynonymous SNPs (mean = 31.16% ± 23.76; Figure 3) were
used.

The relatively low self-assignment rate could be in part
attributed to misassignment of individuals to the other sites.
For instance, individuals from site RW (from the south) had
the lowest self-assignment rate among the other sites (Figure 4).
About 20–30% of these individuals were assigned to site CW
(north) based on nonsynonymous, barcode, and microsatellites
(Figures 4B,D,F); and 30–45% were assigned to site NG (south)
based on all, silent, and HP SNPs (Figures 4A,C,E). Likewise,
20–40% of individuals from KW (south) were assigned to
its neighboring site NG based on nonsynonymous, silent,
and barcode SNPs (Figures 4B–D). The consistent patterns in
misassignment between geographically proximal sites (Figure 1)
may explain the low self-assignment rate revealed by different
SNP panels.

The analysis of likelihood ratios indicated an overall low
DLR values for all the datasets (all SNPs = 1.24–3.87;

FIGURE 2 | Loci assessment and selection of high performance SNPs based

on BELS ranking, FST value and minor allele frequency (MAF). (A) Scatter plot

of BELS ranking (X-axis) against FST value (Y-axis). SNP loci are indicated as

close circles. The gray-shaded area contains SNP loci that are ranked as the

top 20 based on BELS performance score and have FST ≥ 0.03 and. (B)

Scatter plot of BELS ranking (X-axis) against minor allele frequency (Y-axis).

The gray-shaded area contains SNP loci that are ranked as the top 20 based

on BELS performance score and MAF >20%. (C) Scatter plot of minor allele

frequency (X-axis) against FST value (Y-axis). The gray-shaded area contains

SNP loci that have FST ≥ 0.03 and MAF >20%.

nonsynonymous SNPs = 1.23–3.69; synonymous SNPs = 1.12–
2.02; barcode SNPs = 0.85–2.33; HP SNPs = 1.02–2.42). Most
points were distributed along the central diagonal line and
displayed DLR values <3, regardless of whether samples were
from the same (Supplementary Figure 2) or different regions
(Supplementary Figure 3). These results suggested low detection
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FIGURE 3 | Box plot showing self-assignment rate (%) using the Training,

Holdout, Leave-one-out (THL) double cross-validation method in gsi_sim for

the different SNP panels and microsatellite markers. Values of mean and

standard deviation for each marker set were indicated.

power in identifying migrants by both the SNP andmicrosatellite
markers at a fine-spatial scale.

The number of SNPs that showed FST value ≥0.03 and
MAF >20% was found to decrease with increasing sample size
(Figure 5A). With smaller samples, SNPs identified as high-
performance based on the FST and MAF criteria were different
among runs. The BELS rank of these SNPs varied widely from 1 to
65. No consistent panel was detected. Nonetheless, when sample
size reached 30 or higher, a similar set of SNPs were shown
consistently among runs (Figure 5A). These high-performance
SNPs revealed high differentiate power (FST ranged from 0.005
to 0.047 and P < 0.05; MAF ≥ 20%) and higher self-assignment
rate on average compared to other SNP panels (Figure 5B).
Simulation analyses based on our dataset showed that self-
assignment rate increased with increasing sample size. At a
sample size of 30, self-assignment rate leveled at 37–40%. These
results support the conclusion that a minimum of 30 individuals
per population is needed to identify HP SNPs from a large panel
of SNPs that described population structure among our samples.

Clustering Patterns
Mantel tests indicated that FST matrices of all the SNP panels
were significantly correlated with one another (P < 0.05;
Supplementary Table 3), despite differences in the level of
differentiation (Table 3). Among the SNP matrices, HP SNPs
showed the greatest level of differentiation with FST values
ranged from 0.017 (NG-RW; the southern sites) to 0.082 (CW-
KW and CW-NG; between north and south; Table 3). These
values were comparable to that observed in microsatellites (FST
ranged from 0.008 to 0.074). The genetic relatedness revealed
by the SNP markers mirrored the geographical proximity of the
sites (Figure 1). The deepest divergence was consistently shown
between the northern site CW and the southern sites KW and
NG (Table 3). On the other hand, sites NG and RW from the
south were found to be least diverged from one another. The
FST matrix of HP SNPs was significantly correlated with that of

themicrosatellites (P< 0.05; Supplementary Table 3), indicating
similar patterns of genetic divergence between sites.

Among all the SNP panels, HP SNPs revealed the clearest
clustering pattern for samples from the five studied sites
(Figure 6). By contrast, samples of different sites were mixed
without clear separation based on nonsynonymous, silent, and
barcode SNPs. Compared to HP SNPs, microsatellites also
showed respective clustering of the CW and MY samples from
the north. These were separated from those of sites KW, NG, and
RW from the south, consistent with the levels of differentiation
observed at the population level (Table 3).

For all datasets except nonsynonymous SNPs and
microsatellites, STRUCTURE analyses indicated two most
probable genetic clusters among the samples (Figure 7).
However, the pattern of how samples were clustered was
different. For example, over 80% of the samples from CW shared
the same cluster with samples fromMY based on the HP SNP (Q-
values > 0.9 for the yellow cluster; Figure 7E) and microsatellite
data (Q-values >0.9 for the purple cluster; Figure 7F); whereas
samples from KW, NG, and RW were found to have mixed
composition of the different clusters. This clustering pattern
was concordant with the FST values showing clear divergence
between the northern and southern sites (Table 3). Furthermore,
samples from the north appeared to have more homogeneous
gene pool compared to those in the south (KW, NG, and RW)
that showed greater diversity. Although two clusters were defined
based on all, silent and barcode SNP panels (Figures 7A,C,D),
samples from the five sites shared similar genetic composition.
For the nonsynonymous SNPs (Figure 7B), almost all samples
had a mixed gene pool (Q < 0.5 in the three respective clusters)
and could not be confidently assigned to any of the defined
clusters.

DISCUSSION

SNPs have been shown to be useful in fast evolving organisms
such as Plasmodium for inferring population structure at regional
and continental levels (Campino et al., 2011; Yalcindaga et al.,
2012). Careful assessment and selection of SNP markers is
key to capturing and revealing population-level signals because
differences in mutation rates among SNP loci may contribute
to variation in assignment power and clustering patterns of
individuals (Lercher and Hurst, 2002; Morin et al., 2004; Cao
et al., 2016). Although microsatellites offer great differentiation
power to populations, SNP markers display a number of
advantages including high assignment accuracy (Narum et al.,
2008; Trong et al., 2013; Sellars et al., 2014), fewer null alleles
(Van-Der Merwe et al., 2013), and easy multiplexing with
several loci on a moderate to high throughput platform (Chen
et al., 2007). The unlimited number of SNP loci, in principle,
should help uncover hidden variation and further split seemingly
homogeneous groups. Additionally, SNPs are useful in the
discovery of quantitative trait loci (QTL) (Reilly Ayala et al.,
2010; Ranford-Cartwright and Mwangi, 2012; Gutierrez et al.,
2014; Avia et al., 2017), the association of mutations with
important functions (Su et al., 2007; Van-Der Merwe et al., 2013;
Duarte et al., 2014), and elucidation of source-sink dynamics
(Yalcindaga et al., 2012; Bletz et al., 2013; Cure et al., 2017).
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FIGURE 4 | Assignment matrix heatmaps of the SNP datasets (A–E) and microsatellites (F) indicating percentage assignment. Color intensity reflects the probability

of an individual from a reference population (rows) being assigned to a given population (columns). The darkest shade indicates the highest probability and the lightest

shade indicates the lowest. CW, Chwele; MY, Mayanja; KW, Kanyawegi; NG, Ngiya and RW, Rwambua.

Thus, besides being powerful in reflecting genome-wide diversity
patterns within and among populations, SNPs can also provide
information on local adaption or selection process.

The most widely used methods for SNP selection rely on
measures of population differentiation where SNPs are ranked
by fixation index (Karlsson et al., 2011; Larson et al., 2014;
Lemay and Russello, 2015; André et al., 2016). Although FST -
based method only considers loci through a single, univariate
rank for importance (Brieuc et al., 2015), this method coupled
with MAF that reflects polymorphism can identify loci with high
discriminative power. BELS provides additional stringency to
loci selection by considering assignment success (Bromaghin,
2008; Storer et al., 2012). However, screening a large number
of candidate loci with a small set of sample especially between
closely related populations (FST ≤ 0.01) can lead to over-
estimation of predictive power (high-gradingbias; Anderson
et al., 2008). The THL double cross-validation method allows
correction for high-grading bias when assessing assignment
accuracy of the locus panel using a separate holdout set of
samples that was not used to choose the set of loci for the
marker panel (Anderson, 2010). Our analyses indicated that the

loci selected by BELS, FST and MAF criteria showed a slightly
higher self-assignment rate than the other SNP panels. With
smaller samples, no consistent loci panel was detected with high
discriminative power. Self-assignment rate was also relatively
low. However, when sample size reached 30 or higher, a similar
set of SNPs were shown with relatively higher discriminative
power and self-assignment accuracy. This discrepancy could be
due to a greater impact of ascertainment bias when selecting SNP
panel with a relatively small subset of samples (Storer et al., 2012;
Lachance and Tishkoff, 2013). A minimum of 30 individuals per
population enabled identification of a robust set of HP SNPs
among the samples in our dataset.

In this study, both the HP SNPs and microsatellites reflected
differentiation between the north and the south, but no clear
structure among samples within the same region. These findings
suggest that parasite populations around the lakeshore area in
the south were more closely related than those in the north
possibly through frequent gene exchange among communities
of close proximity, and reduced gene flow between the lakeshore
area and the north. It is noteworthy that the HP SNPs described
here showed relatively better discriminative power and modest
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FIGURE 5 | Results of simulation analyses showing the effect of sample size on (A) the numbers of SNPs identified as high-performance and (B) self-assignment rate.

(A) The number of SNPs (y-axis) that has FST ≥ 0.03 (blue line), MAF >20% (red line), and fits both FST ≥ 0.03 and MAF >20% criteria (black line) against sample

size (x-axis). Each data point represents the average number of SNPs detected among 10 independent runs and the variance is indicated by error bar. (B)

Self-assignment rate (y-axis) against sample size (x-axis) for the different SNP panels and microsatellite markers. Values of mean and standard deviation for each

marker set were indicated.

FIGURE 6 | Clustering patterns among locality samples based on the different types of SNPs and microsatellites. The first two axes that together represented over

80% of the total variation from principle component analyses are shown. The five studied sites are presented by different color (CW, blue; MY, green; KW, red; NG,

yellow; RW, black). Clusters with respect to locality are indicated by dotted lines.

self-assignment compared to the other SNP panels in our
population samples. This is not a universal set of SNPs that
provides the best resolving power and self-assignment rate to all
populations of P. falciparum. It is possible that the ability to track
disease spread at the local level particularly between communities
within the same area can be improved by increasing the number

of HP loci using the selection procedure described here. However,
the chances for improvement will depend on the population
structure and level of differentiation at the local level. Self-
assignment accuracy did not significantly increase with a larger
panel size, particularly if less-informative SNPs were included
in the panel (Sylvester et al., 2018). The correlation between
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FIGURE 7 | Histograms based on Structure analyses showing partitioning of samples to the defined genetic clusters based on the different types and SNPs and

microsatellites. Each defined cluster is represented by a different color. The number of K clusters (plots on the right) was determined by the posterior probability of

likelihood values obtained in the Bayesian run, which were used to detect the modal value of 1K, a quantity related to the second-order rate of change with respect to

K of the likelihood function.

the size of SNP panel and assignment accuracy also depends
on population structure. For instance, as few as 24 SNPs can
provide high assignment accuracy (≥81%) in well-differentiated
populations (FST ≥0.2; Narum et al., 2008; Picq et al., 2017).
However, assignment accuracy was shown to plateau at 31% for
populations with minimal genetic differentiation (FST = 0.002)
even using as many as 10,516 SNPs (Benestan, 2016).

Apart from SNP number and population structure, sample
size could also have an effect on the assignment accuracy.
Benestan et al. (2015) demonstrated that at sample size of 30

individuals per population, assignment accuracy was 25–30%.
In situations of weak genetic differentiation (FST < 0.01), it
could be challenging to achieve high assignment accuracy unless
large samples are used (e.g., when ≥100 individuals were used in
each population, assignment accuracy reached >80%; Benestan,
2016). The observation of low self-assignment rate (∼30%) with
SNPs and microsatellite markers in our P. falciparum samples
likely relates to high levels of contemporary gene flow between
populations. It is possible to achieve a higher assignment rate
by increasing number of individuals and/or polymorphic loci
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(André et al., 2011). Ongoing study uses the high-performance
SNPs reported in this study on broader population samples across
Kenya to further assess their performance.

When selecting HP SNPs, identification of outliers is
important because such loci could bias estimates of population
genetic parameters such as gene flow, population size and
structure. In addition, they are potentially under selection and
could be a sign of adaptive variation (Hess et al., 2012; Pyhäjärvi
et al., 2013). In the present study, PFE1555c and PF07-0053 were
confidently identified as outliers. They were nonsynonymous
substitutions located in the exonic region of protein-encoding
genes in Plasmodium but of unknown function. Inclusion of
these two SNPs in our population genetic analyses did not
change the relationships and clustering patterns of samples but
provide a slightly stronger differentiation between the northern
and southern populations. These mutations may represent
genes under local selection or indicators of nearby non-neutral
mutations by hitchhiking effect in the P. falciparum genome
(Andolfatto, 2001; Cai et al., 2009). Despite the concern that
loci influenced by selection could bias the inference of neutral
evolutionary processes such as gene flow and genetic drift,
non-neutral loci may serve as powerful markers for detecting
population structure in high gene-flow species and for increasing
assignment power for individuals (Nielsen et al., 2009; Matala
et al., 2014), given that selection pressure is temporally stable
on ecological time-scales (Waples and Gaggiotti, 2006; André
et al., 2011). Future investigations should explore the frequency
of these mutations in natural populations and their functional
significance in the context of antimalarial drug resistance or host
compatibility and vector competency for the parasite.

Three additional SNPs, PFD0735c, PF07-0040, and PF08-
0018, were detected as outlier by Arlequin but not by
BayeScan and LOSITAN at the 95% Bayes factor threshold or
confidence region. These SNPs were synonymous substitutions
and thus were not expected to be under selection. One
possible explanation for this discrepancy is that these outlier
detection methods could be different in the level of sensitivity
(false negatives) and specificity (false positives). For instance,
BayesScan may not be sufficiently sensitive to detect loci under
weak selection pressure that usually yield low global FST values.
However, compared to Arlequin, BayesScan has been shown to
have the least type I (false positive) error, and both BayesScan and
LOSITAN have the least type II error (Narum and Hess, 2011),
indicating that they give more reliable results than Arlequin.
Although a recently introduced logistic regression approach
named Spatial Analysis Method (SAM) may outperform the
existing methods and offer a greater power in detecting outliers
(Joost et al., 2008), this approach requires characterization of
environmental and habitat data that are currently not available
in our study.

The success of finding a set of SNP loci that can identify and
track genotypes from continental, regional to local community
scale in part depends on knowledge of SNP loci and testing
on many population samples. A panel of 24 barcode SNP loci
was proposed to provide geographical identity of P. falciparum
and allow tracking the geographical origin of field or clinical
infections around the world (Daniels et al., 2008). These barcode

SNPs were designed on the basis of parasite cultures from
broad geographical regions. Therefore, they were expected to
discriminate parasite samples among regions but show high
genetic integrity of samples within the same region. Although
these SNPs were not 100% identical among our samples from
Western Kenya, they were relatively homogeneous compared to
other SNP and microsatellite loci. Nearly 90% of the samples
from different localities were assigned to one genetic cluster.
Campino et al. (2011) suggested as few as 13 SNPs were sufficient
to differentiate P. falciparum at a regional level. Owing to short
generation time and fast mutation rate of P. falciparum, it is
not surprising that a small number of SNPs can differentiate
genotypes of this species at a fine-spatial scale.

The nonsynonymous SNPs revealed similar levels of
discriminative power and assignment rate as the synonymous
SNPs. We did not detect convincing signals of selection for
the remaining nonsynonymous SNPs supporting a conclusion
that they are likely under neutral selection. Nonsynonymous
SNPs in coding regions are generally expected to result in
functional changes in the gene product leading to an alteration
of phenotype. This type of SNP is usually is subjected to the
effects of natural selection as compared to silent SNPs. Thus, it
is plausible that while a mutation at these sites can alter amino
acid sequence of the encoded protein, the protein structure may
remain similar and have little or no impact on fitness (Sunyaev
et al., 2001).

To conclude, the applications of SNPs on fine-scale population
study rely on a careful assessment and selection of SNP markers
in order to capture and reveal meaningful population signals.
This process entails knowledge of SNP loci and testing many
population samples. In this study, we described the procedure of
selecting a set of HP SNPs from a large panel of SNPs that resolve
population structure of P. falciparum between the northern and
southern regions of Western Kenya. Future work is needed to
determine if this procedure can result in SNPs panels capable of
tracing Plasmodium spread at finer geographical scales.
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Supplementary Figure 1 | BayeScan and LOSITAN scatter plots identify gene

outliers. (A) BayeScan plot identifies two SNPs in genes, PFE1555c, and

PF07-0053, with Bayes factor >2 implying strong selection. SNP loci are denoted

by vertical lines and microsatellite loci by open circles. X-axis is the FST value and

the Y-axis is log10 posterior odds value. (B) LOSITAN analysis identifies three loci,

PFE1555c, PF07_0053 and PFD0735c, under apparent selection. SNP loci are

denoted by close circles and microsatellite loci by open circles. The gray-shaded

area represents the 99% confidence zone. X-axis is same as A and Y-axis is a

direct measure of heterozygosity.

Supplementary Figure 2 | Log-likelihood plots for assignment for first generation

migrants between populations from the south. Green dots denote individuals from

site NG (south) and blue dots denote individuals from site KW (south). Most points

were close to the center diagonal line and quantitatively, DLR values were <3 in all

comparisons with SNPs and microsatellites, indicating low assignment power of

migrants.

Supplementary Figure 3 | Log-likelihood plots for assignment for first generation

migrants between populations from the north and south. Red dots denote

individuals from site CW (north) and blue dots denote individuals from site KW

(south). Most points were close to the center diagonal line and quantitatively, DLR
values were <3 in all comparisons with SNPs and microsatellites, indicating low

assignment power of migrants.

Supplementary Table 1 | Characteristics of different SNP multiplexing platforms

and their applications based on previous studies across biological organisms

(literature from 2011-present) as compared to microsatellites. Asterisk indicates

the platform used in the present.

Supplementary Table 2 | Comparison of nucleotide diversity among the different

types of SNPs. Groups with the same index letters were not significantly different

at p = 0.05.

Supplementary Table 3 | Correlation of FST matrices among SNP and

microsatellite datasets by Mantel test. Correlation coefficient (r, lower diagonal)

and p-value (upper diagonal) were indicated. At alpha = 0.05, we reject the null

hypothesis that the two matrices were unrelated, i.e., a significant correlation was

observed when p-value ≤ 0.05 (number in bolded). HP, High performance.

Supplementary File 1 | Microsatellite data of P. falciparum samples from the five

study sites in Western Kenya.

Supplementary File 2 | SNP data of P. falciparum samples from the five study

sites in Western Kenya.
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